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Abstract
We investigate a model nanopore sensor that is able to detect analyte ions that are present in the electrolyte
solution in very small concentrations. The nanopore selectively binds the analyte ions with which the local
concentrations of the ions of the background electrolyte (KCl), and, thus, the ionic current flowing through the
pore is changed. Analyte concentration can be determined from calibration curves. In our previous study (Ma´dai
et al. J. Chem. Phys., 147(24):244702, 2017.), we proposed a symmetric model (surface charge is negative
all along the pore). The mechanism of sensing was a competition between K+ and positive analyte ions, so
increasing analyte concentration decreased K+ current. Here we allow asymmetric charge patterns on the pore
wall (positive/negative/neutral along the pore), thus, gaining an additional device function, rectification, resulting
in a dual responsive device. We find that a bipolar nanopore is an efficient geometry with Cl− ions being the
main charge carriers. The mechanism of sensing is that more positive analyte ions attract more Cl− ions into the
pore thus increasing the current. Also they make the pore less asymmetric and, thus, decrease rectification. We
use a hybrid computer simulation method, where a generalization of the grand canonical Monte Carlo method to
non-equilibrium (Local Equilibrium Monte Carlo) is coupled to the Nernst-Planck equation with which the flux is
computed.
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1. Introduction
There has been a growing interest in designing and fabricat-
ing nanodevices for the purpose of chemical and biochemical
sensing on the basis of the peculiar properties of nanopores
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. One of these properties of nanopores is that
their radius is measurable to the characteristic screening (De-
bye) length of the electrolyte. This makes them ideal building
blocks of nanodevices, because overlap of the double layers
inside the pore makes sensitive tuning of ion concentrations
inside the pore possible. The device function (also called trans-
fer function) is usually based on a mechanism in which the
measurable output, the ionic current, depends on controllable
parameters such as voltage or electrolyte composition.
Another important feature of nanopores is that their walls
can be manipulated via chemical treatment. Various charge
patterns can be established along the nanopore [8, 9, 10, 11,
12] with proper functional groups that protonate or deproto-
nate at a given pH. Interaction of ions with surface charges
is a primary effect driving the conductance properties of the
nanopore.
Chemical methods can also be used to tether molecules to
the pore wall that bind other molecules (ions) selectively. If
these bound ions play the role of an analyte, and their binding
events change the ionic current flowing through the pore, the
nanopore can be used as a sensor.
A lot depends on the nature and strength of the binding. If
binding is strong, the analyte ions stay bound for a time com-
parable to the time of the measurement. In this case, detection
of these ions is based on studying transient phenomena. One
example is the case when the analyte ion is so large that its
binding results in a detectable signal, a measurable change in
electrical current (resistive pulse sensing [13, 2, 5]). Another
example is when the concentration of analyte molecules is
related to the time necessary to block the current [14].
If binding energy is weaker, the analyte molecules bind
and unbind many times during the time of measurement. This
results in a reversible binding process and a large number
of binding/unbinding events, large enough to form and en-
semble and to use statistical methods for quantitative anal-
ysis. In these cases, called ensemble methods, individual
binding/unbinding events cannot be detected. Their effect,
however, can be measured by relating analyte concentration
to ionic current.
Because we use Monte Carlo (MC) simulations to model
the nanopore sensor and compute probabilities, we are ob-
viously in the realm of ensemble methods. In our previous
study [15], we proposed a simple sensor model, where the
wall of the cylindrical nanopore was negatively charged and
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(SW) potentials) were placed along the pore. The main charge
carrier was a monovalent cation, K+, for example. The basis
of sensing was a competition between analyte ions (denoted
by X+) and K+ ions for space inside the pore. Larger concen-
tration (cX), and, thus, larger chemical potential, of X+ ions
in the bulk resulted in an advantage in this competition. If X+
ions replace K+ ions inside the pore, the current carried by
the K+ ions decreases. This cX–sensitive competition, and,
thus, cX–sensitive current was the basis of the mechanism of
sensing.
The device function was the I/I0 ratio, namely, the ratio
of the currents in the presence and in the absence of X+ ions.
In that symmetric setup, I/I0 was the only device function.
In this extended study, we examine various asymmetric
nanopore designs thus gaining an additional device function
to detect the effect of the X+ ions thus gaining a dual respon-
sive device. This device function is rectification that appears
when the nanopore is asymmetric in its structural features
[16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21], such as its charge pattern (e.g., bipo-
lar nanopores) or geometry (e.g., conical nanopores). Recti-
fication is defined as the ratio of current magnitudes in the
ON (forward biased) and OFF (reversed biased) states taken
at the two opposite signs of a given voltage, |I(U)/I(−U)|,
where |I(U)|> |I(−U)|. In general, rectification depends on
voltage.
This work was considerably inspired by the studies of
Ensinger et al. [22, 23, 24, 25, 26] who used conical PET
nanopores with inherent rectification properties. Binding
metal ions with functionalized surfaces changed the surface
charge pattern on the nanopores’ wall thus changing their
conduction properties including rectification. In another work
[27], a cylindrical nanopore was treated with immobilized
DNA aptamer (LyzAp–NH2) and made negatively charged.
The pore has been made asymmetric by exposing it to lysoz-
ime (Lyz) protein only on one side. This protein selectively
binds to the DNA aptamer thus creating a positive surface
charge on one side resulting in a bipolar pore. Using KCl solu-
tion of varying concentrations, it was shown that this bipolar
pore rectifies with a rectification degree that is sensitive to
both Lyz and KCl concentration.
The paper of Vlassiouk et al. [28] was also an inspira-
tion. In that work, a geometrically asymmetric rectifying pore
functionalized with γDPGA antibodies was considered. A
pH-dependent charge asymmetry was superimposed work-
ing against the geometrical asymmetry. Inversion of recti-
fication as a function of pH was revealed. When γDFGA
glutamic acids were added, the charge pattern changed and
a pH-dependent modulation of charges had the same rectifi-
cation effect as the geometrical asymmetry. This is a dual
responsive channel that is modulated by both pH and binding
of an analyte molecule.
Nanopore-based sensors relying on selective binding of
various ions to functionalized pore surfaces are abundant in the
literature. The molecule that binds the targeted ion depends
on the chemical specificity of that ion. For example, different
active molecules are used for Li+ [22], Cs+ [23], Ca2+/Mg2+
[24], K+ [25, 29], Na+ [25], F− [30], or Zn2+ [31]. Espe-
cially sensitive sensors can be fabricated by using the high
specificity of enzymatic recognition mechanisms [32, 33, 34].
The spectrum of molecules that can be detected with such de-
vices is wide from inorganic ions [22, 23, 24, 25, 29, 30, 31],
through amino acids [27, 28], to sugars [35]. The correct
detection of small amounts of such molecules and ions has
practical significance in manufacturing engineering of high hy-
drogen and energy content alternative fuel components from
bio resources [36].
In this modeling study, specificity of the binding potential
is taken into account simply by defining the SW potential to
act only on the X+ ions. In the continuum water framework
applied in this study, model parameters include ion charges,
ion radii, pore radius, pore length, pore charges, ion concentra-
tions, and voltage (here, we change only pore charges, voltage,
and X+ concentration). This modeling level including contin-
uum solvent and hard sphere ions is especially appropriate for
the nanopore sensor studied here for the following reasons. (1)
Proper description of the competition between ions requires
accurate computation of ionic correlations including their fi-
nite sizes. Computer simulation of ions with finite diameters
in a non-equilibrium system, therefore, is necessary. Simula-
tion is also useful if we want to consider complex geometries
and interparticle potentials. (2) We need to simulate ions of
very low (micromolar) concentrations. This requires implicit
solvent. While Brownian dynamics (BD) would be an obvi-
ous choice [37], simulation of trace concentrations requires
a grand canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) scheme with ion
insertion/deletions.
We have proposed a solution for this challenge [38]: the
Local Equilibrium Monte Carlo (LEMC) method coupled
to the Nernst-Planck (NP) transport equation with which the
ionic flux is computed. This hybrid method, called NP+LEMC,
was applied for various problems in the last couple of years.
These problems include particle transport through model mem-
branes [38, 39], ion channels [40, 41, 42], and nanopores
[43, 44, 15, 45, 46]. With this computational technique, we
are able to simulate the effect of even a very low concentration
of X+ ions on the current through the nanopore [15].
Our systematic study presents different combinations of
positive, negative, and zero surface charges in the left and
right regions of a nanopore. We present results for uniformly
charged, unipolar, and bipolar nanopores. We discuss advan-
tages and disadvantages of the various combinations and show
that a bipolar pore proves to be the most appropriate design
next to our original design (uniformly charged negative pore
[15]). We show that fundamentally different mechanisms of
sensing work in the two cases.
2. Model and method
2.1 Nanopore model
The nanopore is a cylindrical pore of radius Rpore = 1 nm
penetrating a membrane of width 6 nm (Fig. 1). The walls of
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Figure 1. Schematics of the cylindrical pore that is divided into
two regions. The left region of length HL = 4 nm carries σL surface
charge that determines the main charge carrier of the pore. The right
region is the “binding region”, where the binding sites are located
(indicated by small yellow spheres on the wall). The length of this
region is HB = 2 nm and can carry σB surface charge. The radius of
the pore Rpore = 1 nm in this study. The green sphere is the analyte
ion, X+, that is bound to the binding site if it overlaps with the
yellow sphere. The blue and red spheres are the cations (K+) and
anions (Cl−) of the electrolyte, respectively.
the pore and the membrane are hard, namely, overlap of ions
with these walls is forbidden. The pore is divided into two
regions along the z-axis (z is the coordinate along the main
axis of the pore, perpendicular to the membrane). The left
region carrying σL surface charge has a length HL = 4 nm.
This is the region whose surface charge determines the main
charge–carrier ionic species.
The right region, called binding region, contains the bind-
ing sites and carries σB surface charge. Its length, HB = 2 nm,
is half of the left region in this study.
The surface charge is represented by fractional point charges
that are situated on a rectangular grid, where a surface element
is approximately a square of size 0.2× 0.2 nm2. The mag-
nitude of the point charges is established so that the surface
charge density corresponds to the prescribed values, σL and
σB.
We investigated various combinations depending whether
the values of surface charges take the value of 1 e nm−2 (de-
noted by p and red color in the figures), 0 e nm−2 (denoted by
0 and black color in the figures), or -1 e nm−2 (denoted by n
and blue color in the figures). The value of the σL charge is
either −1 or 1 e nm−2, while the value of the σB charge can
take either −1, 0, or 1 e nm−2. That makes six combinations
denoted by nn, n0, np, pp, p0, and pn. In the main text, we
will use these notations without colors from now on.
2.2 Interparticle potentials
The electrolyte model is the “primitive” model that represents
ions as charged hard spheres of charges, qi, and radii, Ri:
ui j(r) =




for r ≥ Ri+R j (1)
where ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum, ε is the dielectric
constant of the electrolyte, and r is the distance between two
ions. Subscript i can take values i=+, −, and X, where these
symbols refer to the cation of the electolyte (K+), the anion of
the electrolyte (Cl−), and the analyte ion (X+), respectively.
The ionic radii are R+ = 0.133 nm, R− = 0.181 nm (Pauling
radii), and RX = 0.3 nm, in this study. The concentration of
the KCl background electrolyte is fixed at 0.01 M.
The solvent is represented as a continuum background
characterized by two response functions. One is the dielec-
tric constant, ε = 78.5, that describes the screening effect
of the water molecules. The other is a diffusion coefficient
function, Di(z), that describes the ability of water molecules
to affect the diffusion of ions. This function is space de-
pendent in our case; it is a piecewise constant function that
is different inside the pore (Dporei ) and in the bulk (D
bulk
i ).
The bulk value is experimental (DK+ = 1.849×10−9 m2s−1
and DCl− = DX+ = 2.032× 10−9 m2s−1), while Dporei just
scales the current without influencing the I/I0 ratio. Follow-
ing our previous studies [44, 15, 45, 46] here we set the rela-
tion Dporei = 0.1D
bulk
i . In other studies, where reference was
available, we fitted the Dporei value to experimental [41, 45] or
molecular dynamics [43] data.
We placed the binding sites on the pore wall in 3 rings
placed at z = 1, 2, and 3 nm. Each ring contains 4 binding
sites [15]. The binding potential between a site and an analyte
ion is the square-well (SW) potential:
uSW(r) =
{
0 for r−RX > dSW
−εSW for r−RX < dSW, (2)
where r is the distance of the site and the ion center. This
short-range potential attracts X+ with−εSW =−10kT energy
once the closest point of the X+ ion’s surface is closer to the
site than the distance parameter dSW = 0.2 nm. This model
takes into account that the active site of the X+ ion is usually
on its surface while keeping the spherical symmetry of the ion
(it neglects the possible orientation dependence of binding).
The SW potential acts only on the X+ ions in the simulations.
2.3 NP+LEMC
In the NP+LEMC technique [38] the NP equation is used to
compute the ionic flux for ion species i
ji(r) =− 1kT Di(r)ci(r)∇µi(r), (3)
where T = 298.15 K is temperature, k is Boltzmann’s constant,
ci(r) is the concentration profile, µi(r) is the electrochemical
potential profile, and ji(r) is the particle flux density.
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Solution of the NP equation requires a relation between
ci(r) and µi(r). Here we use the Local Equilibrium Monte
Carlo (LEMC) simulation method that is an adaptation of the
GCMC technique to a non-equilibrium situation. Due to its
grand canonical nature, LEMC can handle small concentra-
tions easily.
We divide the computation domain of the NP system into
volume elements, Dα , and use different µαi values in each
volume element. Insertions/deletions of ions are attempted
into/from these volume elements with equal probability. These
trials are accepted or refused on the basis of the Metropolis
algorithm [47]. The acceptance probability contains the local
electrochemical potential, µαi , and the energy change. The
energy includes every interaction from the whole simulation
cell, not only from subvolume Dα . The result of the LEMC
simulation in an iteration is the concentration in every volume
element, cαi .
The whole system is solved in an iterative way by adjust-
ing the electrochemical potential profile (µαi ) in each iteration
until conservation of mass (∇ ·ji(r) = 0) is satisfied. Transport
described by the NP and the continuity equations and statis-
tical mechanics handled with LEMC form a self-consistent
system. The advantage over the widely used Poisson-Nernst-
Planck theory is that the statistical mechanical component
is an accurate particle simulation method instead of an ap-
proximate mean–field theory (Poisson-Boltzmann) [44, 46].
Details are found in earlier papers [38, 40].
The computational domain is a closed system (no periodic
boundary conditions are applied). We apply boundary con-
ditions for concentration (chemical potential) and electrical
potential on the boundary of our cell that is a cylinder in this
study. Different constant values are applied on the two sides
of the membrane at the boundaries of the two half-cylinders
as described in our previous studies [38, 40]. Since the bound-
ary conditions are fixed, the driving force of the transport is
maintained, so the transport is steady state.
3. Results
In our previous study [15], we had a negatively charged pore
(nn) with the binding sites placed in the middle of the pore,
therefore, the pore was symmetric in structure. Consequently,
we had only one device function I/I0, where I and I0 are the
currents in the presence and absence of X+ ions, respectively.
Here, the pore is asymmetric because of the asymmetric
placement of the binding sites in only the right region. This
choice reflects the experimental setup where binding sites are
placed at the tip of conical nanopores [28, 27]. Asymmetric
charge patterns can superimpose on this asymmetry. There-
fore, rectification as an additional device function appears.
Rectification is defined as |ION|/|IOFF|, where ION and IOFF
are the currents in the open and closed states of the pore, re-
spectively. The ON and OFF states are defined by the relation
|ION|> |IOFF|.
We provide a systematic study for various combinations of
the σL and σB surface charges and the effects of these surface
charge patterns on the efficiency of a nanopore-based sensor,
where binding sites that selectively bind the analyte ions (X+)
are placed in the right (σB) region. The left region is either
n or p, while the binding region can be n, 0, or p. These six
combinations denoted by nn, n0, np, pp, p0, and pn have
been studied by performing simulations for varying voltages
and X+ concentrations.
Figure 2 shows the current vs. voltage (I−U) curves for
all charge patterns and X+ concentrations from 0 to 10−3 M.
These are the raw data obtained from the simulations and also
the primary results produced by experiments. The diverse
behavior of the I −U curves as a function of the various
charge patterns is apparent. Also, the effect of the varying
concentration of the X+ ions can be deduced from these plots.
The color code described in subsection 2.1 is shown by the
sketches of the various geometries in Fig. 2.
Although the shape of the I−U curve can also be con-
sidered as a device function, we are interested in a more
quantitative analysis. Therefore, we choose two representa-
tive voltages (±200 mV) and show detailed results for these
cases. Figure 3 shows the magnitudes of currents as functions
of cX for voltages ±200 mV. Total currents (top row) and
currents carried by the individual ionic species (K+, Cl−, and
X+ from top to bottom) are shown. Figure 4 shows the device
functions plotted against analyte concentration (cX). The I/I0
ratios are shown for the ON states, because currents are larger
in those cases. The voltage -200 mV is the ON state for charge
patterns nn, n0, and np, while 200 mV is the ON state for
charge patterns pp, p0, and pn. In Fig. 4, one of our interest
is the sensitivity of the device that we define as the response
(either I/I0 or rectification) given to a given certain degree of
input signal (cX). We can also define sensitivity as the slope
of the device function vs. cX plot.
The nn case practically corresponds to the geometry of
our previous work [15] except for the fact that the binding
sites are placed asymmetrically here (Fig. 2A). Accordingly,
current decreases with increasing cX as in our previous work
(Itot and I+ in Fig. 3). This type of the sensor works on
the basis of a competition between the two cationic species,
K+ and X+. Therefore, while the current of K+ decreases
with increasing cX, an increase of the X+ current can be
observed especially when cX is large enough. The increase of
X+ current counteracts the decrease of the total (measurable)
current (Fig. 3), therefore, leaking X+ current makes this
setup a less efficient sensor on the basis of the I/I0 ratio. Note
that the total current shows a better sensitivity to cX in the
OFF state (200 mV). As expected, rectification is small, so no
additional device function appears in this case (Fig. 4B).
The sign of the charge of the X+ ion makes the difference
between the charge patterns regarding the sign of either σL
or σB. As a test, we performed simulations for the pp case
(Fig. 2B), where the pore is positively charged. Since the X+
ions are repulsed by the surface charges, they do not enter
the pore, so they do not influence the I−U curves (Fig. 2B).
Consequently, this nanopore cannot be used as a sensor (Figs.
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Figure 2. Current-voltage curves (I vs. U) for the different charge patterns. Left panels (A, C, and E) refer to charge patterns, where the left
region is negative, σL =−1 e/m2, while right panels (B, D, and F) refer to charge pattern, where the left region is positive, σL = 1 e/m2. Top
panels (A and B) refer to uniformly charged pores, nn and pp. Middle panels (C and D) refer to unipolar pores, n0 and p0. Bottom panels (E
and F) refer to bipolar pores, np and pn. For explanation of notations, see the main text. The values of σB and σL take the values -1, 0, or 1
e/nm2. Every panel shows results for different X+ concentrations from 0 to 10−3 M.
4B and C).
When the surface charges on the right hand side are re-
moved (e.g., σB = 0), we obtain unipolar nanopores, n0 and
p0. These are rectifying pores, but their rectifications are so
small that they do not provide rectification as an additional
device function (Fig. 4B), at least, for the geometry studied
here.. As far as the I/I0 ratio is concerned, the n0 and p0
geometries behave differently.
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Figure 3. Absolute values of currents for two selected voltages (200 mV and -200 mV in left and right panels, respectively) as functions of
the X+ concentration. The top panels show the total currents, while panels below it from top to bottom show currents carried by the cations,
anions, and X+. The nn and pp charge patterns are shown by dot-dashed lines, the n0 and p0 charge patterns by dashed lines, while np and
pn charge patterns by solid lines. The nn, n0, and np charge patterns are shown in blue with open symbols, while the pp, p0, and pn charge
patterns in red with filled symbols. The figure indicates that for the n0 and np charge patterns -200 mV is the ON state, while for the p0 and
pn charge patterns 200 mV is the ON state.
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Figure 4. The dependence of the device functions on cX for the
various charge patterns. Panels A and B show the rectification
defined as |ION/IOFF| (for the n0 and np charge patterns -200 mV is
the ON state, while for the p0 and pn charge patterns 200 mV is the
ON state). Panel A shows the large rectifications characteristic of
the bipolar pores (np and pn). Panel B shows the rectification for the
other geometries. Panel C shows the ON-state I/I0 ratio with I0
being the current at cX = 0 M.
In the n0 geometry (Fig. 2C), the X+ ions are not attracted
by the σB = 0 surface charge, so they are more reluctant
to enter the pore and bind to the binding sites. Therefore,
this sensor is less sensitive than the nn sensor, especially at
small X+ concentrations that are our main interest (Fig. 4C).
Because rectification is too small to be usable as a device
function, this geometry is not an advance compared to the nn
geometry.
In the p0 geometry (Fig. 2D), rectification does not de-
pend on the analyte concentration (Fig. 4B), but the I/I0 ratio
increases as cX increases (Fig. 4C). The explanation is that this
pore is better in accepting and binding the X+ ions compared
to the pp pore, because the neutral σB region now does not
repel the X+ ions. As X+ ions bind to the binding sites, they
attract more Cl− ions that are the main charge carriers. This
geometry has the advantage of excluding the X+ ions from the
σL region and preventing their leakage–current (Fig. 3). The
increase of cX, therefore, influences the total current only via
influencing the current of Cl− ions. This geometry, therefore,
makes a good sensor regarding the I/I0 ratio but without the
additional benefit from pore asymmetry and rectification (Fig.
4B-C).
As expected, rectification appears as an additional device
function when we create bipolar pores: np or pn. The np
geometry (Fig. 2E), as expected, is not a help, because X+
ions are repulsed by the positive σB charge, so the pore is
not sensitive to the presence of X+ ions. Although the rec-
tification shows a reasonable cX dependence (Fig. 4A), the
magnitudes of currents are small (much smaller than in the nn
case, Fig. 2E vs. A) and there is considerable X+ leakage (Fig.
3). Small currents are not advantageous for actual devices due
to possible problems regarding signal/noise relation.
The pn geometry (Fig. 2F), on the other hand exhibits all
the useful behavior that we expect from our device. First, the
negative σB surface charge attracts the X+ ions into the σB
region increasing the probability of their presence and binding
to the binding sites (Fig. 3). This increases the sensitivity of
the device to the concentration of X+ ions. Second, there is
a large rectification that is strongly dependent on cX. Rectifi-
cation decreases as cX increases because the accumulation of
the positive X+ ions in the right region impairs the pn charge
asymmetry of the nanopore (Fig. 4A). Third, the total current
(and, consequently, the I/I0 ratio) has a steady increase as a
function of cX in the ON state (Fig. 3 and 4C).
In the absence of X+, this is mainly anion current, be-
cause the σL region is longer than the σB region. The ratio of
the anion vs. cation currents can be adjusted with the lengths
of the two regions, HL and HB. As the concentration of X+
is increased, cation currents decrease because the X+ ions
outcompete the K+ ions in the right region. In the meantime,
the presence of X+ ions in the right regions increase the con-
centration of the Cl− ions in the right region thus increasing
anion current.
All these effects are well visible in Fig. 5 where the ON-
state concentration profiles are plotted for two analyte concen-
trations (cX = 0 and 10−4 M). The top panels show the results
for the cases, when the cations are the main charge carriers
(σL =−1 e/nm2). As discussed above, only the nn geometry
behaves as a decent sensor for this case (considered in our pre-
vious work [15]). The X+ ions accumulate on the right hand
side at cX = 10−4 M while decreasing the K+ concentrations
there. This results in a decrease of the total current.
The bottom panels show the results for the cases, when
the anions are the main charge carriers (σL = 1 e/nm2). In this
case, the pn geometry shows considerable binding of X+ ions
for cX = 10−4 M. They squeeze the cations out and attract
anions in.
This latter effect is the basis of sensor function. While in
the nn case a cX-dependent competition between K+ and X+
ions was the basis of sensing the X+ ions, here an attraction
between X+ ions and the charge–carrier Cl− ions is the basis
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Figure 5. Concentration profiles for cX = 0 M (left panels) and cX = 10−4 M (right panels) for the ON states. Profiles for X+ are shown
with dashed lines. Solid lines show the profiles for the main charge carriers, while the dot-dashed lines show the profiles for the other ion.
Top panels show the results for the nn, n0, and np geometries with solid lines being the cation profiles. Bottom panels show the results for
the pp, p0, and pn geometries with solid lines being the anion profiles. The colors are determined by the σB charge (blue for n, black for 0,
and red for p).
of the cX–sensitive effect. This is primarily an electrostatic
effect. The X+ ions are attracted by the negative σB surface
charge, but only to the right region. The X+ ions tune both
the Cl− concentration in the right region and the asymmetry
of the pore. This way, both the I/I0 ratio and rectification can
be used as a device function.
4. Summary
Inspired by experimental works in the field of nanosensing
[22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28], we continued our line of investiga-
tion [15] and constructed asymmetric nanopores with various
charge patterns. Working with asymmetric nanopores gives
rise to an additional device function, rectification, that makes
it possible to determine analyte concentration on the basis of
two variables instead of just one.
We found that the pn geometry (making a bipolar nanopore)
is an appropriate setup for several reasons. The analyte ions
are attracted electrostatically (in addition to the square-well
short-range attraction), so the pore is sensitive to the pres-
ence of the X+ ions. The X+ ions exert their effect on the
main charge carriers (anions) by attracting them. Rectification
is also a proper device function, because the pore becomes
less asymmetric as more X+ ions are bound. Rectification,
therefore, decreases with increasing X+ concentration.
In this study we focused on the effect of charge pattern
and fixed most of the parameters of our model sensor. In a
subsequent study, we present results of extensive simulations
for the pn geometry by changing experimentally controllable
parameters (pore radius, KCl concentration, charge of ana-
lyte ion, and pH) in order to explore the capabilities of this
seemingly promising geometry as a sensor.
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